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Chairman Connolly, Ranking Member Jody Hice, and distinguished members of the Committee,
thank you for the opportunity to share, for the record, the tragic conditions that led to
Chaicharn “Chai” Suthammanont, my husband, being infected by a coworker with the novel
coronavirus and, ultimately, his death on 26 May 2020 at the age of 68.
Ensuring federal worker safety is just one of a multitude of factors -- such as medical, economic,
and logistical factors -- that policy makers must take into account as they develop a system of
policies designed to achieve maximum public health outcomes in pandemic conditions. Today,
as part of this broader goal, this Committee is discussing how best to protect essential federal
workers. I know all too well the tragic consequences of a lack of policy clarity and efficient and
effective enforcement of existing federal regulations in the workplace during this coronavirus
pandemic. Had simple, well-established federal protocols and protections for worker safety and
equal treatment in the workplace been followed, communicated, and enforced at the Child
Development Center (Center) at the Marine Corps Base Quantico (Quantico), my husband
would still be alive and we would be planning our 25th wedding anniversary trip abroad rather
than experiencing our family’s first Father’s Day without him.
Table 1 (below) chronologically lists the actions that were taken by Child Development Center
(Center) leadership and the impact of those actions on their workers. These facts are then
discussed in the context of existing federal law, regulation, and guidance.
Table 1. Child Development Center Leadership Actions and Impacted Workers
Date
Action
Workers Impacted
~19 Mar 2020

Center North and Center South were
combined into a single Center South

~30 Mar 2020

Trainings held at Center North

8 Apr 2020

Two weeks on, two weeks off furlough
policy implemented
Letter announcing MCCS NAF Employee
Retention Pay During Increased Health
Protection Conditions

8 Apr 2020

~8 Apr 2020

HR letter announcing policy for doctor’s
note documenting underlying medical
condition and age requirements.

Administrators, trainers,
receptionists, kitchen
staff, regular staff
“They took some of the staff to
the North building to do trainings
and left some at South” (worker
statement)
Everyone except kitchen staff
(a) Full-time employees working
on-site to receive $200
additional per paycheck
(b) Part-time: $150 per paycheck
Sent to some workers of who
were or had GS status
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Date

Action

Workers Impacted

22 Apr 2020

Betty arrives to work, coughing and
wearing her mask under her chin. After
people complained vociferously, Betty is
finally sent home.
Center South is notified that a worker has
tested positive for COVID. Chai and Reiko
are notified, via text message, that they
have been in direct contact with the
individual and must quarantine, take
temperatures, send updates to Director on
Fridays, and get clearance to go back to
work.
Chai develops very high fever (105.9)

Kitchen staff

Letter stating that commanders and
supervisors could give leave to civilian
employees under Weather and Safety
leave – Letter sent to me by Martha Ware

Per Mrs. Ware, letter sent to
“some employees.”

27 Apr 2020

28 Apr 2020
Undated

Chai Suthammanont and Reiko
Simmons

Chai Suthammanont

Centers for Disease Control Guidance
On or around 19 March 2020, the two Child Development Centers at Quantico were combined
into one Center. All administrative, care giver/teacher, kitchen staff, and children were
consolidated into the Child Development Center South. Eligibility for child care was restricted to
those whose parents were designated essential personnel, resulting in a drastic reduction in the
number of children -- to an estimated 50. By way of comparison, prior to the pandemic, each
Child Development Center cared for approximately 200 – 230 children. Thus, the staffs of two
centers were consolidated into one building to care for about one-eighth the number of
children.
The decision to consolidate the Center was in direct contrast to public warnings and guidance
issued by The Centers of Disease Control (CDC), which strongly recommends social distancing,
i.e., limiting close contact with others outside of one’s household in indoor and outdoor spaces.
“Since people can spread the virus before they know they are sick, it is important to stay away
from others when possible, even when one exhibits no symptoms,” advises the CDC. Social
distancing is especially important for people who are at higher risk for severe illness from
COVID-19, also advises the CDC.
On 8 April 2020, it was announced that, effective immediately, all staff except kitchen staff,
would be placed on an automatic two-week rotating furlough to effect social distancing. On or
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about the same date, Chai approached his Director, Cathy English, to express concern about
work conditions, which were crowded among kitchen staff, and his increased risk due to his
age. To put this in context: prior to the COVID pandemic, each Center had two full-time federal
employees and one part-time federal employee to prepare meals and snacks for approximately
200 – 230 children. When the Centers were combined, all kitchen staff were required to be in a
single kitchen to prepare meals and snacks for approximately 50 children. Kitchens are small,
even for three people. Video tape at the Center shows just how crowded conditions were for
kitchen staff. The Director’s office is directly across from the kitchen and she was well-aware of
the conditions.
Chai explicitly told the Director that he was 68 years old and in good health but, according to
CDC guidance, at an increased risk if he contracted COVID; he wasn’t comfortable in the
kitchen. According to Chai’s recount of the discussion when he came home, he was told he
could go to a doctor and get a note, saying he is over the age of 65. But he also said this seemed
to be contradicted by a letter that was circulated to some employees, including some in the
kitchen, which informed those employees that they would need to obtain a doctor’s note
documenting an underlying medical condition AND that the worker met an age requirement.
Mrs. Martha Ware, a lead cook of the kitchen at Child Development Center South received such
a letter; Chai did not. Since Chai had no underlying medical conditions, he thought he was not
eligible to get a doctor’s note and he had misunderstood the Director.
The CDC does not dictate the specific policies by which its COVID guidance is to be
implemented, only that the steps that should be followed are, among other things:
•
•
•

Protect employees at higher risk for severe illness by supporting and offering telework
options (emphasis added; note “offering” implies being proactive in protecting
workers);
Consider offering workers at higher risk duties that minimize their contact with
customers and other employees, if agreed to by the worker;
Encourage any other entities sharing the same workspace to follow this guidance.

Occupational Health and Safety Administration
OSHA Standard 1960.9 states: “employees who exercise supervisory functions shall, to the
extent of their authority, furnish employees employment and a place of employment which are
free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical
harm. They shall also comply with the occupational safety and health standards applicable to
their agency and with all rules, regulations, and orders issued by the head of the agency with
respect to the agency occupational safety and health program. (Emphasis added).
The policies of combining the Centers, doubling up on kitchen staff, and failing to provide clear,
coherent, and consistent information on workplace policies to all employees is in clear violation
of every applicable aspect of CDC interim guidance, which advised employers to “take particular
care to reduce workers’ risk of exposure to COVID-19; first and foremost by following CDC and
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the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidance for reducing workplace
exposure for all employees.”
Remedies for Worker Safety during Pandemic
Pandemic conditions are no excuse for failure to protect workers. Indeed, the Child
Development Center at Quantico has a Safety and Risk Management Protocol that is included in
hiring materials. Section 6, Emergencies states,
“Procedures for responding to emergencies are documented and in practice for reporting and
managing emergencies to include, but not limited to, terrorist attacks, severe storm warnings,
earthquakes, medical and pandemic emergencies, lost or missing child and unique conditions
in the area.” (Emphasis added)
Section 6, subsection b specifies “Professionals and volunteers are aware of and execute the
procedures.”
The following steps should be taken immediately to rectify workplace conditions that pose
threats to worker safety:
•
•

•
•

•

Beginning with the “medical and pandemic” Safety and Risk Management Protocol, all
protocols should be reviewed immediately for applicability to current pandemic
conditions and updated, as appropriate.
The burden of securing leave for workers at higher risk, according to CDC guidance and
medical experts, must not be placed on the worker. Workers at higher risk may face a
host of worries about documenting medical conditions or age, fearing such
documentation in their personnel files may render them vulnerable under nonpandemic conditions.
o A default policy of automatically placing workers who meet the definition of
higher risk based on age should be adopted. This will remove fears of being
charged with age-related bias among supervisors and will remove the potentially
humiliating policy of requiring older adults to obtain documentation stating they
are older.
Workers must have the right to remove themselves from dangerous conditions
immediately. This right must be clearly communicated and posted via workplace
signage.
A website and call center should be established to enable workers to report actions
taken by employers / supervisors / leadership that are in direct contrast to CDC
guidance and or guidelines, public warnings by medical experts, and government policy,
regulation, and laws. All reports should result in immediate contact with the place of
employment to assess conditions.
CDC guidelines on handwashing, social distancing, and masks should be clearly posted at
every entrance and workplace area. An “area” is a generally agreed-upon physical area
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•

•

that is often designated or identified by function. For instance, reception area(s), main
office area(s), instruction area(s), kitchen area(s), et cetera.
All communications, including letters, must be distributed to all workers regardless of
worker status, including GS level. If certain policies or options are available only to
workers of specific GS-levels or clearance status, such callouts, exceptions,
qualifications, and so forth should be stated in the same letter so that workers
understand why and/or the origin (and the legality) of the policy differences.
o The Center at Quantico had at least two letters in circulation, each stating a
different basis for leave, in addition to at least one verbally stated policy,
rendering people confused over leave requirements and conditions (e.g., paid or
unpaid).
All government agencies, organizations doing business with the federal government,
and entities receiving government funding should be required to report COVID-19
incidences to the CDC or a Congressional COVID Oversight Board (to be established).
This will help Congress identify organizations that have systemic weaknesses as
evidenced by higher rates of infection as well as identify and study organizations with
lower rates of infection.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
The question of why….why would Center leadership require kitchen staff to double up when
others were on a two-week rotation? Why were six kitchen staff scheduled to work in a small
work area when no more than three people were scheduled to work in a classroom? Why were
six kitchen staff scheduled to work to make the meals and snacks for one-eighth the normal
number of children? Why were some non-kitchen staff relocated back to the Child
Development Center North for training? And why was the only letter to be received by all staff
that which informed them of Hazard Pay?
To the best recollection of a worker who has been at the Center for seven years, the racial and
ethnic distribution of staff at Child Development Center South is 46 white, 31 black, 6 Latino,
and 5 Asian (N=88). Among kitchen staff for both Centers, the distribution is: 1 black, 3 Latino,
and 2 Asian. Five of six kitchen workers are immigrants. English is the second language for four
of six kitchen staff and a third language for one of them (the deceased).
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, protects employees from employment
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex and national origin. Title VII protection covers
the full spectrum of employment decisions, including recruitment, selections, terminations, and
other decisions concerning terms and conditions of employment. This law, and others enforced
by the EEOC, makes it unlawful for Federal agencies to discriminate against employees and job
applicants.
Remedies for Worker Civil Rights Protections during Pandemic
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Despite legal and EEOC protections against discrimination, the systematic application of
disparate workplace policies resulted in two classes of workers: workers who were proactively
protected with social distancing measures and communication and the other left to overcome
one burden after another; from trying to socially distance under impossible conditions to trying
to figure out which leave policy might apply to them, to understanding their rights to
protection. It is illustrative that one worker, when I suggested an EEOC complaint could be filed,
said it would cost too much money. She has worked at the Center for many years and had no
idea of her right to file an EEOC complaint, let alone that it was not at her expense.
The following steps should be taken immediately to rectify workplace conditions that pose
threats to the Civil Rights of workers:
•

•
•

All supervisors and leadership personnel must be required to take additional EEOC
training that extends beyond hiring and routine workplace policies and to policy
formulation and application. It is critical that supervisors understand the concept of
disparate impact (also called adverse impact).
COVID-specific EEOC regulations must be updated to address age-related CDC guidelines
and publicly available medical expert advice.
All government agencies, organizations doing business with the federal government,
and entities receiving government funding should be required to conduct worker
surveys that ask employees both workplace condition and attitudinal questions.
o For instance, have workers observed or experienced disparate application or
enforcement of policies; how comfortable are workers going to work; how
protected or vulnerable do workers feel at work.
o Such surveys should be administered on a periodic basis (e.g., monthly),
questions should be consistent to achieve trend analysis that can detect shifts in
the workplace that are potentially indicative of a biased application of otherwise
objective policies.
o Surveys should be deployed / available in multiple languages and confidential
o Aggregate level survey results should be made publicly available
o Thresholds within organization-level surveys should be pre-determined that
trigger automatic organizational investigation. For instance, if greater than 10%
of workforce reports unease / discomfort, EEOC initiates an investigation.

Closing:
The business of the public must continue, even during a pandemic. This includes the business of
protecting those who serve as essential workers now, as well as putting in place protections for
all workers as they return to the workplace. The burden of creating, maintaining, and enforcing
a safe workplace cannot and should not be disproportionately the responsibility of workers;
such a burden renders some workers more vulnerable than others. Chai gladly served the
children of our military to help those essential military personnel serve the country. It is too late
to protect Chai. But I thank this Committee today for the opportunity to share Chai’s story and
for looking into how to protect other federal workers like him.
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Appendix
Hazard Pay Letter, 8 April 2020

Letter sent to some workers, providing weather and safety leave. Date not visible
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MCCS Child Development Center Safety and Risk Management Protocol and Chai’s New
Employee Orientation Training Checklist (Cover page)
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MCCS Child Development Center Safety and Risk Management Protocol and Chai’s New
Employee Orientation Training Checklist (Page 3, Section 6. Emergencies)
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MCCS Child Development Center New Employee Orientation Checklist, as completed by Chai
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Child Development Center South Work Schedule, Week of 27 April 2020

Letter sent to parents and text sent to exposed workers, 27 April 2020. Note: Chai was never
contacted by the Naval Health Clinic, as the letter claims.

Placeholder
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